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A bstract 

The Negative Binomial Dktribution (NBD) can be derived from several underlying stochastic 
processee. For the NBD to be w f u l  in practice (LB a descriptive model, i t  would be of intereet to 
know which underlying process i t  is characterizing. In this paper, methods for diecriminating 
among three different NBD underlying processes, proneness, linear contagion, and spells, are devel- 
oped and etudied. The methods ard bseed on the characteristics of the proceseee and employ the 
theory of the bivariate NBD and waiting timea. The NBD hee been ahown to coneistently f i t  data 
on the incidence of dieesee. Knowledge of the underlying proceaa generating the data ie important 
for meaningful interpretation of such findings. 

Kcy words : Negative binomial, stochastic processes, model discrimination, diseme 
processes. 

Introduction 

The negative binomial probability distribution (NBD) aa defined by ; 

(1) P ( X = x ) =  k ,  mwO X = O ,  1, 2 , .  . . 

can be derived from several underlying models or proceaaes (LOESCHKE and 
KOHLEB, 1976 and BOSWELL and PATH,, 1970). The parameter m is such t.het 
E(X) = m  and k controls the skewness of the distribution. The expression for the 
variance is V ( X ) = m  (m+k)/k.  These can be easily derived from the probability 
generating futktion : 

The parameters m and k can take on vastly different interpretations depending on 
the underlying model which is preaumed to have generated the NBD data. Thus, 
for the NRD to be useful BB a descriptive or predictive tool, some knowledge of 

1 This research was supported by Grant Number 1 ROI HS 01899-03 from the National Center for 
Health Services Research. HRA 
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the underlying model is necessary. This paper preaenta methoda for discriminat- 
ing among several underlying models of the lWD and results of simulation studies 
evaluating them. 

One area of application where such discrimination methods are useful is in data 
collected on tho occurreiice of illnesses in medicine. For instance, the number of 
episodes of illness experienced by a person in a given period of time (say a year) 
and recorded by a physician in the general practice of medicine has been shown t o  
follow the negative binomial probability law (KIDATRICK, 1975; 1977 ; ASHFORD, 
1972, and SPENCER, 1971). An episode is definedw: ‘.‘TBe occurrence of a specific 
yrot)lem or illiness in a patient extending over a period of time from i t s  onset to 
resolution ( ~ O O M ,  e t  al., 1977).” 
The nature of data recording restricts one to  studying the incidence (onset) of 
episodes because little or no information is available on their duration. The con- 
cept could be expanded to  include, say, all physician visits, or focused 011 one 
specific disease. Although t,he example given relates t o  episodes, the methods pre- 
sented herein could be applied to all such data that can be f i t  by the general NBD 
model. Examples of application are also available in the fields of psychology 
(MIKTZ, 1954) and sociology (EATON and FORTIN, 1978). 

Model Dcvelopment 

Three of the many derivations of the NBD were selected for study aa underlying 
models which had realistic interpretations in terms of medical stat.istics. The na- 
mes given these three here are the pronemess, linear contagion, and spe1I.s models. 

Proneness Modcl 

The concept of the p roneness  model grew, as did much of this general area, out 
of the field of accident statistics analysis. GREENWOOD and YULE (1920) and 
NEWBOLD (1927) developed and studied the model in that field. Tn the area of 
medical statistics, i t  hm been s tuhed by ASHFORD and HUNT (1974) and others. 
The model is based on the concept that  each inhviduals’ episodes within a given 
jjcriod of time follow a POISSON process, with parameter 1. In turn, suppose this 
parameter 1 is an observation from a gamma distribution. Thus, the likelihood of 
having an episode of illness or cvont is constant for the individual over time, t ,  but 
varies from indvidual to individual in the population. For any given ;1 then, the 
distribution of t.he number of events X ( t ) ,  in (0, t )  follows the POISSON law : 

Now since 1 is distributed aa a gamma random variable with parameters a and 8; 
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the probability law €or the distribution of events in tho entire population of indivi- 
duals can be represented by : 

(4) P [ X ( t )  = X I =  P [ X ( t )  = x I A = A ]  Pn(A) dA J 
0 

Expression (4) reduces to  ( 1 )  if one assume8 a unit time interval and m=ap and 
k = a. Thus the model allows the likelihood or “proneness” for illness to  vary on a 
contiiiuum from 0 to  OD. If the proneneas model held, the parameters a and f i  could 
be used aa an index of “hea1t.h” as discussed in CHIANG (1965). One undwirable 
property of this model is its lack of “memory”, i.e. the past occurrence of events 
has no effect on the likelihood of future events, this property is considered in the 
model outlined in the next section. 

Linear Contagion Model 

A second process leading to the NBD also considered by GREENWOOD and YULE 
(1920) is labeled here the l inear  contagion model. It can be thought of &s a 
birth process with linear birthrate (PARZEN, 1962), and thus a continuous time 
MARKOV chain. I n  the present application, only the pos i t ive  contagion or birth 
model was considered. (The negative contagion model does not lead to  the NBD). 
In contrast to the proneness model which has no “memory”, this model is condi- 
tional on the number of prerious episodes occurring in the observation period. 
After each episode, the chance of a further episode occurring increases. The sto- 
chastic intensity function qj(t)  controlling an individual’s likelihood to incur an 
illness ( t h e j +  lth) in the next At given that j have occurred previously is given by 

( 5 )  q j ( t ) = v + ] j  j = o ,  1, 2 , .  . . Y, y=-0 .  

The assumption being made in this application of the model is that z(0) = 0, i.e. no 
events have occurred a t  the start of the observation period, t = 0. The same as- 
sumption was made under the proneness model. In  general, one would want 
complete past information and the model can be developed for z(O)=m>O, how- 
ever, such data is most often unavailable. The assumption is tenable for the pur- 
pose of model discrimination. 

TO derive the transition probability fuiiction one must construct the KOLMO- 
GOROV forward differential equations using ( 5 )  and then solve those using a general 
solution found in PARZEN (1962). Using that approach and the assumption that. 
X ( O ) = O * P [ X ( o ) = O ] =  1 we would arrive a t ;  
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which once again reduces to  (1) if one assumes a unit time interval and m = ( v / y )  X 
x(eY’- 1) and k = v l y .  

One facet of this model which cause8 concern is that the intensity ( 5 )  is unbound- 
ed over time. Since illness incidence data is collected over relativkly short periodB 
of time, this difficulty is not a major one for such an application of the positive 
linear contagion model. There is a stochastic model leading to  the NBD (1) similar 
to linear contagion which is bounded by time; the Polya process (LUNDBERG, 1940 
and FELLER, 1966). It can be seen from the POLYA intensity: 

that  time elasping subsequent the occurrence of an event decreases the intensity, 
thus putting a bound on it. However, i t  has been shown that  the methods present- 
ed herein would not be able to distinguish between this model and the proneness 
model (ROCKHOLD, 1978). This concept was alluded t o  by FELLER (1966). ?’he 
deterministic properties of the two models are identical, which might thus allow 
one to  think of the proneness model in more general terms. 

Spells Model 

This third model was first considered theoretically by QUENOILLE (1949) and has 
been applied t o  episode data by ASHFOBD (1972) and in mental health by EATON 
and FORTIN (1978). The model is based on the concept that  each individual ex- 
periences “spells” or groups (in time) of events or illness. The number of these 
spells in a given period of time is assumed to follow (i, POISSON process. The number 
of episodes occurring within a spell is then an observation from a log series distri- 
bution (FISHER, et  sl., 1943). The probability law of the number of episodes 
experienced by an individual in (0, t ) ,  X ( t ) ,  can be derived using the theory of 
generalized POISSON processes (PAXZEN, 1962). The probability generating func- 
tion (p.g.f.) of a generalized Poiwon process is 

g 2 ( 4  = exp (??t [ (B l (Z)  - 111) ? 

where 7 is the POISSON law parameter and gl(z) is the probability generating 
function of the generalizing distribution. In this caae gl(z) is the p.g.f. of the log 
series distribution with parameter 8; 

Thus the p.g.f. of the generalized distribution is 
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which is in the form of that for the NBD (2) with 

6rlt m=.- 
(1  -6) In (1  -6) 

and 

- 77t k =  
111 (1  -8) * 

This results in the probability function; 

( 7 )  

2=0,1,2,. . . 77-0, 0-=6-=1 

which again reduces to (1) upon substitution for m and k and assuming a ubft 
time interval. 

In summary then, three underlying models of the NBD have been described. 
The proneness (Polya) model msumes a constant intensity for an episode, bu t  this 
intensity varies from individual to individual in the population. The positive linear 
contagion model allows the intensity to change with the occurrence of an episode 
and thisgives the process “memory”. The parameters are aMumed constant in the 
population at the start of observation. The spells model aasumes that the intensity 
to have a spell of illnew rcmains constant over time as well m in the population, 
but that  thc number of episodes within a spell is a random variable distributed aa 
a log series hstribution. Over an interval of time (0, t )  each of the above models 
could explain the distribution of the number of events X ( t )  as a NBD, cach with 
a different interpretation. Methods of discriminating among these models are now 
considered. The need for such methods h a  been pointed out by FELLEB (1943). 
He said they were necessary to avoid making false inferences from the f i t  of the 
NBD to data., ae mentioned above. 

Model Discrimination Methods 

The general NBD model discrimination problem has been approached by other 
investigators ABBOUS and KERRICH (1951), BATES and NEYW (1952). An attempt 
using some data was made by FR~GCATT (1969). Although some of the methods 
considered herein are extensions of procedures suggested by others, the evaluation 
of the methoda using computer simulations has not appeared at all in the literature. 

The tests considered here are bmed on the characteristics of the underlying 
models themselves. All bu t  one of the proceduree are developed based on the con- 
cept that  the data observation period is divided into two halves; two years for 
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instance. If an interval of time (0, t )  is split into two parts ( 0 ,  t l )  and ( t l ,  t - t l )  the 
observednumberofepisodesX(t)=zcouldbereexpreased asXl(tl)=x,andX2 ( t - t , )= 
= X 2 ( t 2 )  = x 2  where z1 + x 2  = 2 and ti + t2  = t .  Thus two variates are observed on each 
individual: X,(tl) and X,(t,) are the number of episodes experienced in the first 
and second half of the observation period respectively. The bivariate form of the 
NBD is thus considered the model for the two intervals of time. The generh 
form of the bivariate NBD (BNBD) assuming two equal unit intervals of time is: 

(8) P[X,(1) =z1, X2(1)=x,I 
k - - 

q, x,=O, 1, 2 , .  . . mi, m2, k=-0 

where k is as in ( 1 )  and mi and m2 are such that E(X)l=ml and E ( X 2 ) = m 2 .  The 
BNBD has been studied by ARBOUS and KERRICH (1951) and BATES and NEYMAN 
(1952). A form of (8) can be constructed for each of the  underlying models consi- 
dered. A review of this can be found in SIBUYA, et  a]. (1964). 

Correlation Test 

One of the characteristics of the spells model version of the BNBD is that the 
correlation of Xi and X 2  is zero. This is due t o  the fact that the intensity to ex- 
perience an i l lnm remains constant both in time and in the population, The pro- 
neness model intensity on the other hand although constant within individuals, 
due to the varying intensities in the population, exhibits a positive correlation 
between time periods of 

(9) 

The fact that  correlation between consecutive time periods is a characteristic of 
the proneness model waa first proposed by NEWBOLD (1927), even though the 
BNBD had not yet been explicitly developed. Likewise, the linear contagion 
model exhibits a positive correlation which provides evidence against the spells 
model. The estimator chosen for measuring correlation waa PEARSON’S correlation 
coefficient, r;  

N 

i = l  
2 (z1i-G) ( ~ 2 i - 3 2 )  

)”’ r = (  2 (2* i -3 , )2  2 ( X , i - 3 2 ) 2  
N 

i = l  i = 1  

This W&B thought a priori to be a reasonable estimate of the population correlation 
because of the fact that  the conditional expectation of x2 given xi is a linear func- 
tion of q, similar to the relationship in the bivariate normal. To test the hypothe- 
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sis H o ;  e s o  (spells model) versus H , :  p r o ,  t he  following test statistic was Btu- 
died : 

(10) I N - 2  - ?/l/l-f2"(0, 1) . 

Mean Difference Test 

If the hypothesis of zero correlation (spells model) is rejected using ( lo) ,  one would 
then bs interested in discriminating between the pronenees and linear contagion 
models. It is a simple matter to  show using the linear contagion form of the BNBD 
derived from (5) and (8), that m2=eYmi. Since y is constrained to be positive, thie 
implies that  m2=-mi. Similarly since the intensities remain constant over time in 
the proneness model, i t  is not surprising that m2=m,=m.  So a etatietic that  
would test H o  : m2';m1 versus Ha : m2=-mt would be of interest. Employing the 
central limit theorem, such a test statistic would take the form; 

An estimate of V (m2 -mi) can be constructed as follows; 

V (m2 -mi) = V(m2) + V(m,) - 2 Cov (m2, m,) . 
From the theory of the BNBD (ARBOUS and KERRWH, 1951); 

mi (mi+ k) 
Nk 

, i = l ,  2, V(mi) = 

and 
mim2 Cov (mi,  mZ) = - 
N k  

Under the null hypotheem of the proneness model mi = m2 = m, 80 (1 1) reduces to 

2m 
N 

v (m2-m*)=-.  

The U m E ' 8  of m,, m2 and m are f,, Z2, and (31+f2)/2 respectively. Thus the 
test statistic becomes 

)IN ( 2 2  -5,) 

I F ,  ' (12) 

th ich  is distributed asymptotically as a N ( 0 ,  1) random variable. 
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Waiting Time Test 

One additional method of indirectly testing H o  : m2 =mi (proneneea) versus 
H, : m2wmi (linear contagion) is to consider episode occurrence times. The measure 
of time is the amount of time elltpsing from the beginning of observation (start of 
data collection) to the occurrence of the event. So in that way these times could 
be thought of aa “waiting times” in the stochastic sense. Suppose in a population 
of patients, the time until t h e j t h  event in the ith individual is denoted by wij,  
where i =  1, . . . , N and j= 1, . . . xi. Within patient i in a population of N pa- 
tients, the proneness model assumes that the number of episodes, xi, follows a 
POISSON law (3) with parameter A,. Now the waiting times in a POISSON process 
are distributed as order statistics from a uniform distribution (PAEZEN, 1962). If 
the wii are converted t o  (0, 1) random variables by treating the observation 
period as a unit interval, then under the Poisson law; 

1 1 
E(w..) = - and V(wij) = - 

” 2 12 
Under the proneness model, episodes within individuals and individuals are all 
independent of one another so the expected.value and variance of the mean wait- 
ing time, fi, can be expressed as 

1 1 
E ( @ ) = - -  and V(zij)=- 

2 12n 
where n = N 5 ,  or the total number of events occurring in the time period. With 
these expressions, aa n (or N )  increases; 

This relationship can be used t o  test H o  : 1-45 = 112 versus H,, : W =+= 112 and is similar 
to a procedure used by BATES (1955) to  discriminate between the POISSON and 
another form of the linear contagion model. In the present application we are 
interested in testing H o  : I - 4 5 ~  112 (proneness) versus H ,  : IZ=- 112 (positive linear 
contagion). The alternative hypothesis is related t o  the finding in the bivariate 
case that m2=-m1. If the two time periods used in the bivariate model are consid- 
ered aa one longperiod, then under the (positive) linear contagion model more events 
will occur toward the end of the interval, thus increasing the mean waiting time, 
I-45. So tho statistic in (13) would be used t o  test for the proneness versus positive 
linear contagion models. Simulation studies described in the next section were 
done to  examine the behavior of the test statistics in (lo), (12), and (13). 

Simulation Results 

The simulation study consisted of computer generating the experiences of a 
patient population of 1000 for each of the three NBD underlying models studied. 
Each simulated patients’ period of observation was analogous t o  two years. There 
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were 200 repetitions at N =  1000 of this procedure, each at 5 combinations of k 
and ml.  These combinations were chosen baaed on results from the analysis of 
data from the Virginia Family Practice Data System (ROCKHOLD and KILPATRICR, 
1979) and are listed in Table 1 along with the translation in t e r m  of the parame- 
ters of each of the underlying models. 

The simulation results concerning the teet of H o :  en0 versus Ha: e r O  are 
considered first. The results in Table 2 indicate that the sample variance of 

Table 1 
NBD model discrimination simulation etudy. Bivariate NBD parameter combinstione used in the 
simulations and their tranelation into the parameters of the three models under atudy 

Spells Linear Contagion - General BNBD Proneness 
Case k *l a B TI 8 V Y 

~~ 

1 2.0 1.0 2-0 0.75 1.12 .43 1.12 .56 
2 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.33 1.27 .57 1.27 .86 
3 2.0 2.0 2.0 1 .00 1.39 .!XI 1.39 .69 
4 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.25 1.62 .56 1.62 .a1 
5 1.5 1.0 1.5 0.67 0.77 .40 0.77 .51 

Table 2 
b u l t e  of the simulation study on the correlation teat for NBD model discrimination 
Theoretical type I error probability = .05. Theoretical variance of r = .001 
Results of 200 simulated distributions at N = lo00 
~~ ~ 

Case Sample Variance Type I Error Rate for 
of I Teetof H 0 : e s O v s  Ha:e=-O 

1 .o0093 .050 
2 .00109 .040 
3 .00113 .MO 
4 .00103 .045 
5 .00094 .040 

PEARSON’S r waa very close to the theoretical value of .001 under the null hypothe- 
sis of the spells model. Table 2 also lists the estimated Type I. error probabilities 
for the statistic in (10) for the five parameter combinations a t  a Type I error level 
of .05. All of the estimated Type I error probabilitiea are at or near the theoretical 
value. 

The second method considered involved testing H o  : m, s m ,  (proneness) versus 
Ha : m2>m1 (linear contagion) using (12). Table 3 lists results which indicate that 
the variance eetimator of (2 ,  + Z 2 ) / N ,  for V (mz-mi )  under the null hypotheRis of 
proneness, is a good one based on the comparison to the sample variance of the 
simulated differences. The hypothesis test reeults in Table 3 indicate that at all of 
the parameter combinations the estimated Type I error probabilities are near the 
expected value of .05, with the exception of k =  1.5 and m, = 1.0 where the value 
of .09 w w  higher than desired. 
46 Biom. I., Yo]. 23. No. 7 
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Table 3 

Fkaul@ of the simu!ation study on the mean difference tat for NBD model discrimintrtion 
Theoretical type 1 error probability = .05 
Reau1t.a of 200 simulationb at N = loo0 

Case Theoretical Variance Sample Variance Type I h o r  Rates for Test of Ho: 
-am, V B  H , :  ->mi of %-mI of ml-m, 

~~ ~~ ~ 

1 .002@4 .00327 ,050 
2 .00388 .00362 .055 
3 ,00388 ,00363 .035 
4 .00483 . W 3 2  ,030 
5 ,001 97 ,00241 .om 

Table 4 

Reeu1t.a of the simulation study on the waiting time test for NBD model discrimination 
Theoretical type I error probability = .05 
Theoretical mean w5iting time, 8 = ,500 
Theoretical variance, tij = .08333 
h u l t a  of 200 simulations at N = loo0 

C W  Sample Mean Sample Variance Type I Error Rates for Test of Ho: 
of ii, of 8 8 5 1 1 2  vs H a :  E>112 

I .500 .08320 ,070 
2 .w .08328 .035 
3 ,500 .08335 .045 

5 .!No .08339 .070 
4 .499 .OK339 .02a 

The teat for H o :  13s 1/2 (proneness) versus H a :  E=- 1/2 (linear contagion) using 
(13) involves the mean and variance of the waiting times w,,. Table 4 reveals that  
under the proneness model, the mumptions of E(wi j )  = 1/2 and V(wij)= 1/12 are 
reasonable. The results in Table 4 show that in addition the statistic in (13) has 
estimated Type I error probabilities close to  the expected value of .05. 

Power of the Tests 

The evaluation of the power of these tests is very involved, and i s  the eubject of a 
separate paper. However, the empirical evidence obtained from simulation studies 
imply that the power a t  the sample size used and the alternatives indicated by 
parameter values chosen is more than adequate. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Given that data, in particular recorded incidence of episodes of illness, can be 
modelled by the NBD ( l), methods have been presented for determining the under- 
lying model generating t h e  data. Simulation studies showed these methods to  be 
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reliable. Certainly other models of the NBD could be considered which might lead 
to the development of additional tests. I n  addition, work o i ~  other parameter com- 
binations and smaller sample sizes should be dons. 

An attempt has been made to  provide methods of interpreting the parameters of 
the NBD when i t  is used a-s an empirical model. Hopefully this will lead to  prac- 
tical application of such it model it8 opposed to treating it aa a mathematical 
artifact. 
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R.4sumB 

La distribution binomiale negative (DBN) peut etre derivee de plusieurs procedea stochastiques 
communs. Pour que la (DBN) soit utile e t  pfactique commb modele deecriptif, il eerait interessent 
de scrvoir quel prodece commun elle caractenee. 

Dane cette etude des methodes de descrimination entre trois differenta procedea commbns tels 
que la prediaposition, la contagion lineaire e t  les'criees, sont developpees e t  etudiees. Lea method- 
sont basees sur lea caracteristiquea d y  procedee e t  emploiedt la thcorie de la (DBN) bivatiable et 
lea periodea d'attente. La (DBN) a demontre qu'elle a'accordait tous joura ddec l'incidehce de la 
maladie. Pour obtenir une interpretation signifiante de tels resultate, il est important de connaitre 
le procedc commun fournissent les donne-. 
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